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Decora Smart Wi-Fi Fan Speed Controller

The Decora Smart Wi-Fi Fan Speed Controller allows you to select one of 4 fan speeds
or turn your fan off from a smartphone or tablet even when you’re away from home. Use
the built-in scheduling to control your fan at specific times of the day, and at sunrise or
sunset.

The Decora Smart Wi-Fi Fan Speed Controller allows you to select one of 4 fan speeds
or turn your fan off from a smartphone or tablet even when you’re away from home. Use
the built-in scheduling to control your fan at specific times of the day, and at sunrise or
sunset.
MEET THE FAMILY
Scroll to see features of this product, or click here to learn more about Decora
Smart.
Control connected fans from anywhere using Wi-Fi, an internet connection and the free
My Leviton app; that is all you need, no hub required. Simplify control of the residence –
schedule connected devices to turn on/off at specific times or based on sunrise/sunset,
easily group smart products into rooms, and create scenes to activate multiple lights,
fans, and loads at once. Utilize DD00R for 3-way installations.
AMAZON ALEXA VOICE CONTROL
Compatible with all products that support Amazon Alexa providing voice control of the
load: “Alexa, turn dining room ceiling fan to High”. Alexa devices sold separately.
GOOGLE ASSISTANT VOICE CONTROL
“Ok Google, turn Ceiling Fan On”. Works with the Google Assistant. Google Home is a
voice enabled speaker powered by the Google Assistant. Easily control smart devices
around the home. (Google Assistant devices sold separately).
WORKS WITH IF THIS THEN THAT (IFTTT)
Utilize the free IFTTT service to join your My Leviton products with other Internet Of
Things (IoT) enabled products to create a smarter home automation experience.
AESTHETICS
The 4 Speed Fan Controller leverages the popular Decora brand styling, along with
compatible accessories including three-way devices, color change kits, and wallplates.
Features true rocker action, pressing the top to turn on and the bottom to turn off.
Additionally, the vertical bar on the right side of the paddle is used to increase or
decrease the fan speed manually. Vanishing LEDs on the left side of the paddle show
current and target light level with real-time feedback for the most professional and
cleanest installation. Includes White Single Gang Screwless Wallplate.

Features and Benefits

FEATURES

Quiet selection of 4 forward fans speeds and off -

White, Single Gang Screwless Wallplate included -

For use with one or more ceiling paddle fans with split-capacitor or shaded pole

motors, not to exceed a total of 1.5A. 

-

Compatible with pull chain ceiling fans without electronic control -

Ceiling fan light kits can be controlled separately by DW6HD -

Multi-location (3-way) control is achieved using up to 4 remote units, DD00R-

DLZ.

-

 

BENEFITS

Control your ceiling fans from anywhere using the free My Leviton app for iOS

and Android, no hub required.

-

Amazon Alexa products provide voice control: “Alexa, turn on bedroom ceiling

fan”. 

-



Works with Google Assistant including Google Home for voice control. -

Works with August – Utilize auto-unlock to run Activities when you return home-

Integrate with IFTTT for additional third-party functionality-

Simplify control of your home – schedule ceiling fans to turn on/off at specific

times or based on sunrise/sunset, easily group your smart devices into rooms,

and create scenes to activate multiple lights and fans at once

-

Control up to 99 devices, 50 schedules, 50 activities, 50 scenes, 50 rooms, and

20 residences within the My Leviton app.

-
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